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Climate change: watershed or endgame? In this compelling new book, Noam Chomsky, the
world’s leading public intellectual, and Robert Pollin, a renowned progressive economist, map
out the catastrophic consequences of unchecked climate change—and present a realistic
blueprint for change: the Green New Deal. Together, Chomsky and Pollin show how the
forecasts for a hotter planet strain the imagination: vast stretches of the Earth will become
uninhabitable, plagued by extreme weather, drought, rising seas, and crop failure. Arguing
against the misplaced fear of economic disaster and unemployment arising from the transition
to a green economy, they show how this bogus concern encourages climate denialism.
Humanity must stop burning fossil fuels within the next thirty years and do so in a way that
improves living standards and opportunities for working people. This is the goal of the Green
New Deal and, as the authors make clear, it is entirely feasible. Climate change is an
emergency that cannot be ignored. This book shows how it can be overcome both politically
and economically.
Provides a narrative history of this sanctuary and city, from its founding to its modern
rediscovery, to show more clearly than ever before why Delphi was one of the most important
places in the ancient world for so long. Scott covers the whole history and nature of Delphi,
from the literary and archaeological evidence surrounding the site, to its rise as a center of
worship with a wide variety of religious practices, to the constant appeal of the oracle despite
her cryptic prophecies. He describes how Delphi became a contested sacred site for Greeks
and Romans and a storehouse for the treasures of rival city-states and foreign kings. He also
examines the eventual decline of the site and how its meaning and importance have continued
to be reshaped right up to the present. Finally, for the modern visitor to Delphi, he includes a
brief guide that highlights key things to see and little-known treasures. --From publisher
description.
History Alive!The Ancient World (Notebook)History Alive!
The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, and all sorts of mysteries attaching to them, have
intrigued people since the second century BCE. Why were these particular creations chosen
and when? And why did the ancients want to draw up such a list in the first place? What were
the technical and cultural factors involved in the creation and listing of the Wonders? The
Seven Wonders still rival many of the phenomenal products of both nature and mankind in
their size, majesty, and beauty. Six of them no longer stand, having been destroyed by natural
disaster or by human intervention. From the Pyramids at Giza to the Colossus of Rhodes, from
the Hanging Gardens of Babylon to the Lighthouse of Alexandria, from the Temple of Ephesus
to the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus and the Statue of Zeus at Olympia, the Seven Wonders of
the Ancient World have never ceased to fascinate down the ages.
Griffins, Cyclopes, Monsters, and Giants--these fabulous creatures of classical mythology
continue to live in the modern imagination through the vivid accounts that have come down to
us from the ancient Greeks and Romans. But what if these beings were more than merely
fictions? What if monstrous creatures once roamed the earth in the very places where their
legends first arose? This is the arresting and original thesis that Adrienne Mayor explores in
The First Fossil Hunters. Through careful research and meticulous documentation, she
convincingly shows that many of the giants and monsters of myth did have a basis in fact--in
the enormous bones of long-extinct species that were once abundant in the lands of the
Greeks and Romans. As Mayor shows, the Greeks and Romans were well aware that a
different breed of creatures once inhabited their lands. They frequently encountered the
fossilized bones of these primeval beings, and they developed sophisticated concepts to
explain the fossil evidence, concepts that were expressed in mythological stories. The legend
of the gold-guarding griffin, for example, sprang from tales first told by Scythian gold-miners,
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who, passing through the Gobi Desert at the foot of the Altai Mountains, encountered the
skeletons of Protoceratops and other dinosaurs that littered the ground. Like their modern
counterparts, the ancient fossil hunters collected and measured impressive petrified remains
and displayed them in temples and museums; they attempted to reconstruct the appearance of
these prehistoric creatures and to explain their extinction. Long thought to be fantasy, the
remarkably detailed and perceptive Greek and Roman accounts of giant bone finds were
actually based on solid paleontological facts. By reading these neglected narratives for the first
time in the light of modern scientific discoveries, Adrienne Mayor illuminates a lost world of
ancient paleontology.

A portrayal of fourteen ancient cities at their height.
In Did Jesus Exist? historian and Bible expert Bart Ehrman confronts the
question, "Did Jesus exist at all?" Ehrman vigorously defends the historical
Jesus, identifies the most historically reliable sources for best understanding
Jesus’ mission and message, and offers a compelling portrait of the person at
the heart of the Christian tradition. Known as a master explainer with deep
knowledge of the field, Bart Ehrman methodically demolishes both the scholarly
and popular “mythicist” arguments against the existence of Jesus. Marshaling
evidence from within the Bible and the wider historical record of the ancient
world, Ehrman tackles the key issues that surround the mythologies associated
with Jesus and the early Christian movement. In Did Jesus Exist?: The Historical
Argument for Jesus of Nazareth, Ehrman establishes the criterion for any
genuine historical investigation and provides a robust defense of the methods
required to discover the Jesus of history.
Explores Sumerian, Babylonian, and Assyrian cultures, discussing social
structure, lifestyles, and the military in these societies.
Helping students succeed in three main parts: class involvement activities,
reading this book, and writing about your learning in an interactive notebook.
Cuneiform Texts and the Writing of History discusses how the abundant
Mesopotamian cuneiform text sources can be used for the study of various
aspects of history: political, social, economic and gender. Marc Van De Mieroop
provides a student-friendly introduction to the subject and: * criticises disciplinary
methodologies which are often informed by a desire to write a history of events *
scrutinises the intellectual background of historical writings * examines how
Mesopotamia's position as the 'other' in Classical and Biblical writings has
influenced scholarship * illustrates approaches with examples taken from the
entirety of Mesopotamian history.
Religious wars, global terrorism, pandemics, and genocide have all helped to
usher in the Anxiety Age. Who better to lead the way out than popular psychic
Sylvia Browne? In End of Days, Browne tackles the most daunting of subjects
with her trademark clarity, wisdom, and serenity, answering such difficult
questions as: What's coming in the next fifty years? What do the great
prophecies of Nostradamus and the Book of Revelation mean? If the world is
really going to end, what will unfold in our final hours? For anyone who's ever
wondered where we're headed, and what—if anything—we can do to prevent a
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catastrophe of biblical proportions, End of Days is a riveting and insightful mustread.
'An epic treasure hunt into the highways and byways of stored knowledge across
faiths and continents.' John Agard, poet and playwrightIn The Map of Knowledge
Violet Moller traces the journey taken by the ideas of three of the greatest
scientists of antiquity - Euclid, Galen and Ptolemy - through seven cities and over
a thousand years. In it, we follow them from sixth-century Alexandria to ninthcentury Baghdad, from Muslim Cordoba to Catholic Toledo, from Salerno's
medieval medical school to Palermo, capital of Sicily's vibrant mix of cultures,
and - finally - to Venice, where that great merchant city's printing presses would
enable Euclid's geometry, Ptolemy's system of the stars and Galen's vast body of
writings on medicine to spread even more widely. In tracing these fragile strands
of knowledge from century to century, from east to west and north to south,
Moller also reveals the web of connections between the Islamic world and
Christendom, connections that would both preserve and transform astronomy,
mathematics and medicine from the early Middle Ages to the Renaissance.
Vividly told and with a dazzling cast of characters, The Map of Knowledge is an
evocative, nuanced and vibrant account of our common intellectual heritage.
The Epic of Gilgamesh is among the earliest surviving works of literature, with the
earliest versions dating from around the Third Dynasty of Ur in early Sumeria
(2150-2000 BC). Preserved in Cuneiform, the Epic was retold over the centuries,
and the most complete version was discovered in the ruins of the library palace
of the seventh century BC Assyrian king, Ashurbanipal. The Epic is most notable
as being the obvious source of the biblical story of Noah and the flood. The Epic
tells the story of the king of Uruk, Gilgamesh, and his adventures with his
erstwhile foe and then friend, Enkidu. Together they journey to the Cedar
Mountain to defeat Humbaba, its monstrous guardian, then they kill the Bull of
Heaven, which the goddess Ishtar sends to punish Gilgamesh for spurning her
advances. As a punishment for these actions, the gods sentence Enkidu to
death. Gilgamesh then sets out to avoid his friend's fate and seek the secret to
eternal life, a quest in which he is ultimately thwarted. Contains original author's
preface and a new overview of the storyline. Contents Author's Preface Overview
of the Storyline of the Epic of Gilgamesh The First Tablet: Of the Tyranny of
Gilgamesh, and the Creation of Enkidu The Second Tablet: Of the Meeting of
Gilgamesh and Enkidu The Third Tablet: The Expedition to the Forest of Cedars
against Humbaba The Fourth Tablet: The Arrival at the Gate of the Forest The
Fifth Tablet: Of the Fight with Humbaba The Sixth Tablet: Of the Goddess Ishtar,
Who Fell In Love with the Hero after His Exploit against Humbaba The Seventh
Tablet: The Death of Enkidu The Eighth Tablet: Of the Mourning of Gilgamesh,
and What Came of It The Ninth Tablet: Gilgamesh in Terror of Death Seeks
Eternal Life The Tenth Tablet: How Gilgamesh Reached Uta-Napishtim The
Eleventh Tablet: The Flood The Twelfth Tablet: Gilgamesh, In Despair, Enquires
of the Dead
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History Alive! The Ancient World introduces students to the beginnings of the
human story. As they explore the great early civilizations of Egypt and the Near
East, India, China, Greece, and Rome, students discover the secrets of these
ancient cultures that continue to influence the modern world. History Alive! The
Medieval World and Beyond explores the legacy of civilizations from Europe,
Africa, and the Middle East to Asia and the Americas. History Alive! The United
States Through Industrialism immerses students in a powerful journey through
the history of the United States from its earliest foundations to the age of
industrialism. History Alive! The United States Through Modern Times captures
the story of the United States from the precolonial era to the 21st century.
Presents a retelling of the adventures of Odysseus on his long voyage home
from the Trojan War.
"Children should not just read about history, they should live it. In The Story of Civilization, the
ancient stories that have shaped humanity come alive like never before. Volume I, The Ancient
World, begins the journey, covering the time periods from the dawn of history and the early
nomads, to the conversion of Emperor Constantine. Children will learn what life was like in the
ancient civilizations of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Persia, Greece, Rome, and more, as well as learn
the Old Testament stories of the Israelites and the coming of Christ."--Page [4] of cover.
Ancient history is fascinating, but it can be difficult to find material that teaches it from a
Christian perspective. Even harder is finding a history curriculum that captivates students. But
Angela O’Dell’s newly revised The World’s Story 1 - The Ancients does both! Students will
learn all about the ancient civilizations of the Middle East, Europe, Africa, Asia, and the
Americas from a strong Biblical perspective. Focuses on History and interweaves a Christian
perspective throughoutFeatures an engaging historical narrativeFirst volume in a three-book
world history series for upper elementary and junior high students The text covers Biblical
history, also educating students about civilizations mentioned in the Bible, including ancient
Egypt, ancient Israel, ancient Babylon, ancient Persia, ancient Greece, and ancient Rome, up
to the development of the early Church. It also discusses other ancient civilizations from
around the world.
Thucydides of Athens, one of the greatest of historians, was born about 471 BCE. He saw the
rise of Athens to greatness under the inspired leadership of Pericles. In 430, the second year
of the Peloponnesian War, he caught and survived the horrible plague which he described so
graphically. Later, as general in 423 he failed to save Amphipolis from the enemy and was
disgraced. He tells about this, not in volumes of self-justification, but in one sentence of his
history of the war—that it befell him to be an exile for twenty years. He then lived probably on
his property in Thrace, but was able to observe both sides in certain campaigns of the war, and
returned to Athens after her defeat in 404. He had been composing his famous history, with its
hopes and horrors, triumphs and disasters, in full detail from first-hand knowledge of his own
and others. The war was really three conflicts with one uncertain peace after the first; and
Thucydides had not unified them into one account when death came sometime before 396. His
history of the first conflict, 431–421, was nearly complete; Thucydides was still at work on this
when the war spread to Sicily and into a conflict (415–413) likewise complete in his awful and
brilliant record, though not fitted into the whole. His story of the final conflict of 413–404 breaks
off (in the middle of a sentence) when dealing with the year 411. So his work was left
unfinished and as a whole unrevised. Yet in brilliance of description and depth of insight this
history has no superior. The Loeb Classical Library edition of Thucydides is in four volumes.
Beginning in the heady days just after the First Crusade, this volume—the third in the series that
began with and —chronicles the contradictions of a world in transition.
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A lively and engaging narrative history showing the common threads in the cultures that gave
birth to our own. This is the first volume in a bold new series that tells the stories of all peoples,
connecting historical events from Europe to the Middle East to the far coast of China, while still
giving weight to the characteristics of each country. Susan Wise Bauer provides both sweeping
scope and vivid attention to the individual lives that give flesh to abstract assertions about
human history. Dozens of maps provide a clear geography of great events, while timelines give
the reader an ongoing sense of the passage of years and cultural interconnection. This oldfashioned narrative history employs the methods of “history from beneath”—literature, epic
traditions, private letters and accounts—to connect kings and leaders with the lives of those
they ruled. The result is an engrossing tapestry of human behavior from which we may draw
conclusions about the direction of world events and the causes behind them.

A literary history of our most influential book of all time, by an Oxford scholar and
Anglican priest In our culture, the Bible is monolithic: It is a collection of books
that has been unchanged and unchallenged since the earliest days of the
Christian church. The idea of the Bible as "Holy Scripture," a non-negotiable
authority straight from God, has prevailed in Western society for some time. And
while it provides a firm foundation for centuries of Christian teaching, it denies the
depth, variety, and richness of this fascinating text. In A History of the Bible, John
Barton argues that the Bible is not a prescription to a complete, fixed religious
system, but rather a product of a long and intriguing process, which has inspired
Judaism and Christianity, but still does not describe the whole of either religion.
Barton shows how the Bible is indeed an important source of religious insight for
Jews and Christians alike, yet argues that it must be read in its historical
context--from its beginnings in myth and folklore to its many interpretations
throughout the centuries. It is a book full of narratives, laws, proverbs,
prophecies, poems, and letters, each with their own character and origin stories.
Barton explains how and by whom these disparate pieces were written, how they
were canonized (and which ones weren't), and how they were assembled,
disseminated, and interpreted around the world--and, importantly, to what effect.
Ultimately, A History of the Bible argues that a thorough understanding of the
history and context of its writing encourages religious communities to move away
from the Bible's literal wording--which is impossible to determine--and focus
instead on the broader meanings of scripture.
Presents a history of the ancient world, from 6000 B.C. to 400 A.D.
A New York Times Notable Book of 2018 “Searingly passionate…Nixey writes up
a storm. Each sentence is rich, textured, evocative, felt…[A] ballista-bolt of a
book.” —New York Times Book Review In Harran, the locals refused to convert.
They were dismembered, their limbs hung along the town’s main street. In
Alexandria, zealots pulled the elderly philosopher-mathematician Hypatia from
her chariot and flayed her to death with shards of broken pottery. Not long before,
their fellow Christians had invaded the city’s greatest temple and razed
it—smashing its world-famous statues and destroying all that was left of
Alexandria’s Great Library. Today, we refer to Christianity’s conquest of the
West as a “triumph.” But this victory entailed an orgy of destruction in which
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Jesus’s followers attacked and suppressed classical culture, helping to pitch
Western civilization into a thousand-year-long decline. Just one percent of Latin
literature would survive the purge; countless antiquities, artworks, and ancient
traditions were lost forever. As Catherine Nixey reveals, evidence of early
Christians’ campaign of terror has been hiding in plain sight: in the palimpsests
and shattered statues proudly displayed in churches and museums the world
over. In The Darkening Age, Nixey resurrects this lost history, offering a
wrenching account of the rise of Christianity and its terrible cost.
In this panorama of world history from 4004 BC to AD 29, you will explore
creation, the Flood, the Tower of Babel, and the rise of civilizations from
Mesopotamia to Rome. You will see God's purposes worked out through His
chosen people, Israel, culminating in the birth of the Messiah, Jesus Christ.
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